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You have inside you a cloak of gossamer connective tissue that surrounds and supports
everything and functions like fiber optics. This tissue is called fascia.In these pages, myofascial
release expert Ronelle Wood translates the scientific language for the chemistry, function, and
physiology of fascia, shares her hands-on expertise, and explains in layman's terms how our
fascia affects us all in everyday life and its potential as a prime source of health and
rejuvenation.Gay Hendricks says in his foreword:“I’ve been blessed to know many great healers
and teachers over my forty-five years in the field of transformation; Ronelle is right at the top of
the list of masterful practitioners I’ve known.”Read this book and you’ll no longer perceive your
body as a misbehaving slave to be punished into submission, but as a communicative partner—
always supporting you.
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Debbie Jones, “if you want to learn how to do Myofascial Release this is not the book for you.
First of all if you want to learn how to do Myofascial Release this is not the book for you, there
are no exercises in this book. If you want to learn why it it an important part of therapy and why
you should do it then this book explains it well. She does tell parts of her story and how she
became enlightened to this which I found interesting. I also found the information she gave in
the book wonderful, it made sense how our bodies store the information or traumas in us and
how they become stuck. It also taught me a different way to listen to my body.Even though there
were no exercises in it, I did feel the information was well written and helped me understand the
reason behind it.”

Honest Critique, “WOW, Great Fascia book to easily understand. What a great book by Ronelle
Wood! It is an amazing analogy in depth and understanding of the process and how many things
happen to the body when fascia is in trauma from stress, car accident, falling out of a tree and so
many others. If you did not understand other books on this topic of fascia, this one you will! So
when fascia is cut from surgery the fascia is disrupted and keeps growing scar tissue that can
effect other organs, bones and natural balance of the body. As a Massage Therapist I found this
book to be a valuable asset to helping my clients to heal and to have less or no pain from various
issues (Fascia!) . I do not write many reviews unless the information is powerfully moving and
really works ! There should be more authors like this to truly inform in a way that is easy to
understand. Enjoy the book, great to refer back to as well.”

KShadrick, “A nice guide to understanding John Barnes Myofascial Release Technique. I just
finished reading "Touching Light" by Ronelle Wood - thank you so much for this book. It is
wonderful and a complete look into the possibilities of MFR for anyone, therapist or lay person
looking for an avenue to express what is inside. I like the "light touch" you have given the book. It
will help me be able to speak to those who are important in my life that don't seem ready, willing,
or able to experience what MFR can do for them. I would say this book has put my mind at ease
over these issues (of course we want so badly to help those that are closest to us). Thank you
for sharing your perspective! For therapists looking for support in the process of working with
Myofascial Release technique on themselves and with clients, the information within the book
has is light in technical jargon and well presented experiential stories that well help clients
understand what is happening when a John Barnes trained therapist is working with their fascial
system.”

DAVE AND DONNA MOTTA, “Love , love, love this. Thank you Ronelle Wood for this honest,
straightforward, heartfelt look into the beautiful mystery of fascia, and MFR therapy.I am indeed
inspired to float further into this glowing adventure, and find healing at my own fingertips.Thank
you for showing us all how accessible and simple our restoration actually is. Empowering!!”



Alison Rosenberg, “fascia experts read this!. seriously amazing book, especially if you are
interested in fascia.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Really helpful, straightforward information.”

Krisalyn, “Easy read. I thought this was a great overview of the less technical and more practical
aspects of fascia for people doing bodywork therapy.”

The book by Ronelle Wood has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 37 people have provided feedback.
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